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ANALYSIS

Global LNG Buyers Said Looking to 
‘Bridge’ Current Supply Crunch with  
Short-Term Contracts

Global liquefied natural gas (LNG) buyers, hammered by 
high spot prices in Asia, are increasingly looking to short-term 
“bridge” contracts to ensure ample supply until demand is ex-
pected to cool down later this decade, according to an analysis 
by Wood Mackenzie.

Asian spot prices are hovering around $12/MMBtu for June 
and July delivery as demand grows and supply is scarce. However,  
buyers looking for supply post-2025 are spoiled for choice as new 
export facilities are expected to come online, the consultancy 
said. Currently there is more LNG available for sale via long-term 
contracts than there are buyers.

[Fundamental Data: The North American natural gas market 
now has global reach. Empower your business decisions with NGI’s 
LNG Data Suite.]

“Will this buyers’ market for long-term LNG continue? At 
the moment it seems so. We expect contract prices for shorter term 
deals of less than five years to rise,” said Wood Mackenzie’s Giles 
Farrer, director of global LNG.

“But if a buyer commits to a long-term deal, lower prices are 
possible – even if that deal is starting next year. Many sellers are 
offering contracts which ‘bridge’ the short and long-term market, 
giving buyers a potentially lower price over the next five years 
in exchange for the seller receiving long-term demand security. 
This allows the seller to de-risk project investments they have 
already committed to.”

The long-term LNG volume surplus exists largely because 
uncontracted supply from legacy projects is growing as existing 
contracts expire. In addition, major suppliers including Russia’s 
Novatek, France’s TotalEnergies SE and Malaysia’s Petroliam Na-
sional Berhad, aka Petronas, have already sanctioned projects over 
the past few years without contracting all of the associated supply.

The analysis comes as LNG suppliers have racked up a num-
ber of long-term supply contracts following a dearth of activity 
last year as the pandemic weighed on demand. The terms tend 
to be shorter as LNG has become more commoditized. Buyers 
are favoring five- or 10-year contracts over once popular 20-
year agreements.

Wood Mackenzie said the long-term buyers’ market is likely 
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to recede only when it becomes clear that demand will outstrip 
supply from Qatar and Russia. The consultancy anticipates a 50 
million metric tons/year (mmty) supply gap by 2030, almost all of 
which could be satisfied by new projects in those two countries. 
Qatar and Russia also appear willing to develop new projects 
without firm contracts in place, WoodMac said.

The consultancy said the addition of supply controlled by 
Qatar Petroleum (QP) would be key in the coming 
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years. New volumes from the Golden Pass LNG joint venture with 
ExxonMobil and the North Field East expansion are expected to 
boost its portfolio, while about 20 mmty of legacy contracts are 
expected to expire. That means that more than 60% of the QP 
portfolio could be uncontracted by the end of the decade. 

“Qatar has what buyers want – it is offering reliable low-cost 
and low-carbon LNG – and it has plenty of it to market,” the consul-
tancy said. “This is putting pressure on competitors and 
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forcing other sellers, who are keen to lock in long-term contracts, 
to the same level – presently around 10.2% Brent plus a small 
constant” in some cases.

While Qatar and Russia are expected to be key players, the 
consultancy said there could be some opportunities for North 
American developers to attract buyers as well.

“Rising oil and gas prices could see U.S. LNG and Henry 
Hub-linked deals back in the money,” Farrer said. “And it is pos-
sible that portfolio players and traders who are short 
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in the mid-2020s may see an opportunity to access new North 
American supply now.”

Wood Mackenzie expects the rally in Asian spot prices to 
continue over the next five years as Asian LNG demand overtakes 
supply growth and pulls more Atlantic volumes into the Pacific, 
causing the market to tighten further.

Most legacy buyers in Asia are not looking for new long-term 
volumes and are focusing instead on increasing flexibility in their LNG 
procurement portfolio, “partly due to energy transition 
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Equinor Optimizing Global Portfolio, 
Moving by 2030 to 50%-Plus Spending for 
Renewables, Low Carbon

Supermajor Equinor ASA is not giving up on global natural gas and 
oil per se, but it is looking to give up control in Lower 48 projects and 
across the Americas as it optimizes the portfolio, executives said Tuesday.

During the Capital Markets Day, the executive team laid out a 
strategy that overall is designed to target net zero emissions by 2050. 
More than 50% of gross annual investments by 2030 are to be directed 
to renewables and low carbon investments. 

“Our strategy is backed up by clear actions to accelerate our transi-
tion while growing cash flow and returns,” CEO Anders Opedal said. 
“We are optimizing our oil and gas portfolio to deliver even stronger cash 
flow and returns with reduced emissions from production, and we expect 
significant profitable growth within renewables and low carbon solutions. 
This is a strategy to create value as a leader in the energy transition.”

Competing Long Term
Equinor’s “clear ambition” is to become a net-zero energy com-

pany within 30 years. The path is directed to reduce by 20% net carbon 
intensity by 2030 and 40% by 2035.

“This is a business strategy to ensure long-term competitiveness 
during a period with profound changes in the energy systems, as society 
moves toward net zero,” Opedal said. “We are building on our position 
as a global leader within carbon-efficient production of oil and gas.

Equinor, under its former moniker Statoil, was one of the first Euro-
pean majors to place big bets on Lower 48 fields. Those days are long gone. 
The Bakken Shale assets were sold off earlier this year. In late 2019 Equinor 
sold operatorship of the Eagle Ford Shale joint venture to partner Repsol SA. 

Giving up operator control is proving to be key for Equinor. The 
strategy unveiled for investors would hand off operatorship for other  
Lower 48 unconventional assets, including the Utica Shale and Austin 

Chalk. Operatorship also could be 
handed off for its stakes in the Terra 
Nova field offshore Newfoundland, 
as well as interests in Argentina.

[In the Know: Subscribe to 
NGI’s All New Access and gain 
the ability to read every article 
NGI publishes daily.]

“That way we can enjoy re-
gional expertise and economies of 
scale in a way we never could as an 
onshore operator,” said Equinor’s Al 
Cook, who took over in January as 
executive vice president of Explo-
ration & Production International.

Opedal said reducing emis-
sions is central to the strategy. 
“Significant growth within renew-
ables and low carbon solutions will 

increase the pace of change toward 2030 and 2035.”
To finance the makeover, the oil and gas portfolio between now 

and 2026 is forecast to deliver free cash flow (FCF) after tax and invest-
ments of $45 billion. New projects coming onstream by 2030 should 
have an average breakeven below $35//bbl oil “and a short payback 
time of less than 2.5 years.”

Anchors Away
There are many global opportunities that are not going away, 

particularly in the global offshore.
For example, on the Norwegian Continental Shelf, where Equinor 

is the primary producer, average annual FCF from 2021-2030 is forecast 
at around $4.5 billion. Improvements at the world-class Johan Sverdrup 
field should reduce the breakeven oil price by 25% to $15/bbl. It also 
operates the Hammerfest liquefied natural gas export terminal, which 
is undergoing repairs.

Also central to the portfolio is the deepwater Gulf of Mexico 
(GOM), where Equinor is one of the biggest operators. Equinor has 
stakes in 13 projects in U.S. waters that are either producing, in devel-
opment or are discoveries. The GOM portfolio is expected ...cont' pg. 9

concerns,” said the consultancy’s Daniel Toleman, senior analyst, LNG 
Asia. However, some buyers are looking for term contracts in markets 
such as China, South Korea, Pakistan and Bangladesh. n
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to be cash flow neutral in 2021 at an average oil price of $30/bbl. The 
portfolio is forecast to provide 90% FCF growth to 2025.

Meanwhile, gross investments in renewables are set to be around 
$23 billion over the next five years. Plans are to boost the share of gross 
capital expenditures (capex) for renewables and low carbon solutions 
to more than 50% by 2030 from around 4% in 2020. 

“Based on early low-cost access at scale,” Equinor’s share of 
installed renewable capacity is forecast at 12-16 GW by 2030. “Reflect-
ing current markets levels, Equinor is adjusting expected project base 
real returns to 4-8% and remains determined to capture higher equity 
returns through project financing and farm downs.”

Among other things, Equinor expects to deliver nominal equity 
returns of 12-16% from the offshore wind projects with offtake contracts 
in the UK and United States. 

Like its plans to move operatorship to partners, Equinor sold BP 
plc its partnership stakes to pursue offshore wind opportunities in the 
United States. The partnership initially intends to develop 4.4 GW 
gross with four projects. Two are being readied to provide New York 
with power, and three of the four “will have secured offtake,” BP CEO 
Bernard Looney said early this year.

For Equinor, the energy transition represents an opportunity to 
leverage its growing position in carbon management and hydrogen, as 
well as develop and grow value chains and markets. By 2035, the goal 
is to develop the capacity to store 15-30 million metric tons/year of 
carbon dioxide and to provide “clean,” i.e. blue and green, hydrogen 
in three to five industrial clusters.

To entice shareholders, the board approved a quarterly cash divi-
dend of 18 cents/share for 2Q2021, which is up 3 cents sequentially. 
It also is planning to buy back $1.2 billion in shares starting in 2022.

Annual capex for 2021 and 2022 is set at $9-10 billion, with pro-
duction growth this year around 2% higher year/year. For 2023-2024, 
capex is forecast at $12 billion.  n

See NGI’s LNG Glossary Here
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